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meeting of
miNds
an artistic sydney couple 
transforms a worker’s 
cottage into a rich cabinet 
of curiosities and memories.
photographer: Jonny Valiant 
producer/writer: aleXandra gordon

this page: made from foam, 

plaster and chrome 

wrapped in cloth this dog 

sculpture is part of a work 

titled To Dig The DusT 

encloseD here by owner 

and artist adam laerkesen. 

aboVe is a handmade tassel 

by morrison polkinghorne 

of passementeries and items  

in ebony that belonged to 

laerkesen’s grandfather. 

on an old armchair  

re-coVered in gancedo 

‘kilim’ fabric from elliott 

clarke is a ‘harVest iX’ 

cushion by owner stephanie 

margaritidis’ homewares 

range, steph & gaia 

opposite: atop a bentwood 

marble table is a throw in 

himalayan hemp, glazed 

ceramics from meÏzai, 

collected shells, books 

and a mandrel. the 

industrial tripod lamp 

was bought at auction. 

on the wall are self-

portraits by margaritidis 

and, to the left, a silk 

screen by laerkesen. 
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this page, right: stephanie margaritidis and 

adam laerkesen with their son matteo, 19 

months. period bentwood chairs surround 

their kitchen table bought at auction. on it is 

an old blue enamel Vase and old parisian 

condiment holders that belonged to 

margaritidis’ mother. the rug is a treasured 

piece from a trip to siwa oasis in egypt. hanging 

behind is a circa-19th-century mirror made 

from late 18th-century reliefs that were burnt 

in a house fire in sydney’s kings cross. the tin 

letters aboVe are from le forge. opposite: 

in the back room, laerkesen’s sea Bell sits on 

a tribal rug bought at auction. the 

19th-century cupboard is also from auction 

and the curtains are steph & gaia ticking 

stripe with linen trims. details, last pages.

having made the fortuitous decision to stay in town and house-hunt over the 2006 
Christmas break, Sydney sculptor Adam Laerkesen and his partner, interior designer Stephanie 
Margaritidis, stumbled across their three-bedroom house almost immediately. While the 
changes that ensued post-purchase were mostly cosmetic, including painting throughout, 
sanding and re-staining floorboards, and reconfiguring and re-finishing the kitchen, the shift 
in style has been dramatic. “It wasn’t my aesthetic,” says Margaritidis. “It had a Balinese 
flavour with very bright pinks and fuschias.” Three weeks later, when the building work 
was complete, the pair moved in with furniture from their old house and the real fun began.

Some architectural corbels, found at auction, inspired the couple to get rid of almost 
everything and start afresh. “It started when my friend Robert, with whom I share 
a studio, bought some. They were such sculptural and unique pieces that it just sparked our 
imagination,” recalls Laerkesen, “so we started buying all these eclectic items at auction.” 

The couple began scouring for necessities, continuing right down to the decorative 
objects that now form a series of appealing still life compositions throughout the house. 
The aged objects they unearthed inspired a bowerbird approach to refurbishing the home 
they now share with their 19-month-old son, Matteo. “Some pieces we would put in the 
house, then take them back to the auctions because they didn’t work with the way we 
want the house to look,” says Laerkesen of the four-year process that followed. 

For the most part, items found at auction were intentionally kept in their original condition. 
“Often, the pieces we discovered were quite damaged but I found that, even with their 
aged patinas, the chips and the rust, they too have a place because that’s what history has 
given them. That, and the sense of re-use, really appeals to me,” says Margaritidis. Re-use 
informs Laerkesen’s sculptures, too, in which he cleverly pairs found elements with nature 
– such as a stag on an industrial stool in They Once Cut My Heart The Way They Cut a Tree, 
a recent commission for one of fashion label Sass & Bide’s Sydney stores. 

Similarly, Margaritidis’s latest venture, a handmade and bespoke homewares line, Steph 
& Gaia, is made up of cushions, runners and drapes made from fabric offcuts. “For me, being 
creative is about the idea of re-use. That led to the development of Steph & Gaia,” she says.
Each of the pieces adds to the narrative of the house, and Laerkesen and Margaritidis relish 
in the history of their furniture and objets and how they came to be there. 
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caption caption caption na, c. DireCtioN, ti. oltusciocaec 

rehem dum aciem nos, mil habus, et audacie rnitiae nos 

interum horit nequons entem me poremo ublissi portis; nos 

Verebatum nostiem auterem det Vitum, quius.

dam. seret l. gratilis ad ius etiam Vition itandes silici 

opposite: the sofa, coVered in belgian 

linen from warwick fabrics, is a central 

piece in the liVing room. it’s decorated 

with steph & gaia cushions, from left: 

‘honeyed morphine’ in belgian linen from 

warwick fabrics; ‘beatriX’ in Vintage italian 

fabric front and hessian back with linen 

cord piping; ‘of wood and stone’ cushions 

in taupe linen. other decoratiVe elements 

include late 19th-century to early 

20th-century doors from aleXandria in 

egypt; a Vintage timber chair recoVered 

with a hand-embroidered tapestry seat; 

old handpainted rice containers from an 

antique store, now used as stools; a brass 

chandelier circa 1930s, from Vintage 

glamour, with handmade shades in black 

linen from liza fine art; a pink african hat 

from orient house; and a coarse sisal rug 

from the natural floor coVering centre. 

right: behind the bed, made up with Vintage 

bed linen, are two panels coVered with 

florence broadhurst ‘the cranes’ 

wallpaper from signature prints. an old 

milliner’s cabinet sits to one side and near 

the window is a period french-inspired 

gilt sofa in fabric from warwick 

fabrics. details, last pages. 

“I’ve tried to create a space that affects you on a sensory level and tells a story through its layers,” 
says Margaritidis. A faux bamboo cupboard in the bedroom resembles one that Margaritidis loved 
as a teenager, when she collected other pieces including a Victorian dresser with ivory inlay and 
a milliner’s cabinet. Then there is the pair of chairs found in worn peacock velvet with the 
original fringing, which have since been reupholstered. “I imagine them in an actor’s suite and 
all the stories that would go with that,” says Margaritidis. The de-silvered mirror in the kitchen 
is a favourite: “It’s the way the mercury has melted the history behind that particular piece.”

For Laerkesen and Margaritidis, the house has been a creative journey that continues to unfold, 
led by Margaritidis as an interior designer but with Laerkesen’s essential creative input. Laerkesen 
has been an artist for more than 20 years; he’s part of a national touring exhibition called 
Dreamweavers and has a solo show in September at Melbourne’s Anita Traverso Gallery and 
another scheduled for late November at The Coolroom – a unique space in a private home 
in Sydney. Laerkesen’s mystical art has evolved from organic abstract shapes made from flocked 
tree branches to animal motifs combined with sculptural elements – “I like to experiment with 
materials,” he says – but despite his eye for design, Laerkesen is modest about his contribution 
to the home. “What I like best is what Steph’s done to it,” he offers. “There are so many layers 
in the house and so much to look at. To me, that’s so invigorating and inspiring.”

What’s really wonderful about the series of spaces chocked full of all manner of special 
possessions is that the house doesn’t feel overly styled or protected; Matteo is as at home in 
it as his parents. “This must feel like a wonderland to him,” says Margaritidis. “It does to me 
as an adult – just playing around with all these objects like toys.”  vl
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